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Snapshot
Patient: Melanie Massey
Age: Mid-life

After

Home: Southern Utah
Treatment: 10 veneers, 2
crowns

Q: Why did you have the cosmetic dental work
done?
"Ever since I was little I've been self -conscience
about my teeth. Initially, they were crooked and
no one talked about braces. Eventually, they
were crooked and full of fillings, just not pretty. I
was always the 'ham' in our family pictures, but
hated to look at the photos afterwards as my
bad teeth seemed to be the center of attention."

"Though I
hated turning 40, I loved the
birthday present even more.
It was the best thing I could
have gotten."
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"What finally motivated me was inheriting a little
money from my mother when she passed away.
I really wanted to do something to change my
smile. Last July I got my chance. After talking
with Dr. Utley at the What Women Want show, I
knew what I needed to do and who to trust with
my smile makeover."

Q: What was the cosmetic dental process like?
“Including two visits for up front consultation
and two sets of pictures, there were six appointments. The first appointment Dr. Utley reviewed
what could be done and listened to my preferences and helped set expectations. The next
couple of visits prepared my existing teeth for
veneers or crowned teeth that had large fillings
in them. Once the foundational work was done, I
had the upper veneers placed and fitted.”

Q: How did you feel about your new smile?
"My new smile is all about me feeling more confident and self-assured. Everyday I look in the mirror and can hardly believe the transformation
that's taken place. I actually took my own before
and after pictures to put in my scrapbook. My
friends and family are amazed at the difference.
I like myself more. And I feel prettier. I don't have
to remember to hide my smile anymore. Best of
all, I can be a 'ham' again without the worry!.
I got my new smile on the 23rd of July and my
40th birthday was on the 29th. Though I hated
turning 40, I loved the birthday present even
more. It was the best thing I could have gotten."

Q: Why did you choose Dr. Utley?
"The first thing people ask after they see my new
smile is ‘who did it?’. Many recognize Dr. Utley's
name and all the specialty work he's done in cosmetic dentistry. Even the hygienist from my regular dentist said wonderful things about the work
Dr. Utley had done. I'm thrilled with my new smile
and Dr. Utley's work."

“Come and see what a
great smile we can create
for you!”

Call today for a free consultation

435-628-9099
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